Why some CMOS circuits
don't work as you expect
Stephen Dolding
A 4093 is a 4093, right? Well . .. yes, and no. There are quite a
few pitfalls in the CMOS 'jungle' and it's handy to know about
them before venturing forth.

CMOS '4000' SERIES integrated circuits are
manufactured by at least six major manu
facturers and the 74C series by at least two
major manufacturers, but it must not be as
sumed that a 4XXX from one manufacturer
is interchangeable with a 4XXX device from
another manufacturer, This article explains
some of these differences,

Schmitt gate oscillator
What could be simpler than the oscillator
circuits shown in Figures 1(a) and lib I?
There are so few components that you would
expect these circuits to work first time,
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Figure 1a, Different manufacturers IGs will produce
different results,

Figure 1b. Such a simple Clrcliit but the value of tOUI
can vary from 52.9 Hz to 249 Hz, depending on the
brand of 4093 used
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You have selected stable, close tolerance
components and calculated the frequency ac
cording to the formula:

1

fout

where C
R

=
=

f~ut =

Vee
Vt-,-

=
=

Vt _ =

capacitor value in uF
resistor value in kilohms
frequency out in kHz
supply voltage
upper trigger level of Schmitt
trigger
lower trigger level of Schmitt
trigger

Now, the question is, "what are the values
of V t + and V t -?,' We need to refer to the
manufacturer's data sheet for an answer.
But which manufacturer? There are at least
six difIerent manufacturers to choose from
and each one gives a different range of possi
ble values for V t + and V t _,
Considering the 4093 IC iFigure l(b! !; if
all the data books are consulted it is found
that for Vee = + Pi V the highest typical
value ofVt+ = 3.6 V (extreme = 4,3 V.I.
The lowest typical value of V t + = 2.7 V
lextreme = 1.7 VI.
The hlghest tyvicai value of V t _ = 2.2 V
(extreme = 3,3 VI,
The I owesttypical value ofVt _ ~ 1.4 V (ex
treme = 0,7 V.
Now
it
Vt , = :l.6 V,
Vt - = 1.4 V.
Vee = -,-Pi V, C = IOU nF and I{ 10k,
then
from
the
formula
above
f~ut = 52.9 Hz.

With the same type from another manu
facturer, Vt+ could be 2.7 V and V t _ could be
2.2 V, in which case recalculation gives a
frequency of249 Hz!
These figures are based on typical values
of trigger level. Extremes of high and low
trigger levels could give frequencies ranging
from 27.5 Hz to 961 Hz with the same values
of C = 100 nF and R = 10k. This gives a fre
quency range of almost 35: 1 if the whole
spectrum of possibilities is considered.
Now it will be clear why the circuit may
oscillate at a frequency which is consider
ably different from what was expected or in
tended by the designer who only consulted
one manufacturer's databook!

The monostable
Now let us look at another CMOS circuit
often used by the hobbyist - the 4528 dual
monostable, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The 4528 dual monostable can have vana
tlons in its performance of up to -r50~o.
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4017

The problem of logical differences between
olle manufacturer's device and another man
ufacturer', device Iwith supposedly the sanw
type number I applies also to the 458fi foUl'
bit comparator and en'n to the ubiquitous
555 and 556 tin1l'rs, There may be other ex
amples too, The problem fortunately does not
occur with the range of quad gates,

Here again, different manufacturers give
different formulae for the monostable time
constant. A typical formula 11'01' +5 V sup
ply) is
t = 0,37CI{
However, it could vary from t = lUl2CR to
0.42CR typical, with variations up to
±5lYr.
The pulse width depends very much on the
supply voltage. Some manufacturers' 4528s
give increasing pulse width with increasing
supply voltage, others give a reverse effect.
The formula given above depends on the
value of C being greater than IOn. For smal
ler values of capacitance the manufacturers'
data sheets need to be consulted.
It should also be noted that some manu
facturers require pins 1 and 15 to be
grounded externally for correct operation. To
overcome the variations in timing formula, a
Cy10S 4538 integrated circuit can be used in
place of the 4528, The 4538 is pin compatible
with the 4528 IC and the formula is:
t = CR
with variations ofonly ±5'I"
In all timing circuits using C1\103 res it is
wise to make provision lor trimming the
value of the timing resistor to allow f()f
adjustment.

The counter/divider
Next we come to a well-known decade'
counter/di vider IC - the 4017.

lOOn

Figure 3, ThiS cirCUit Will only work correctly With
particular brands of 4017 decade counter Idivlders.
The wrong chOice can result In false counting

Will the circuit in Figure :3 always work
correctly" No, only with a Motorola 14017 or
an RCA 4017, because these have an inter
nal Schmitt trigger on the clock input. Other
manufacturers' 4017s do not, so false count
ing may result.

BCD decoder
Another fairly common integrated circuit
likely to give problems is the 4028 BCD-to
lO-line decoder. We now come to see that
actual logical diflerences can occur between
one manuiilCturer's 4XXX and another
manufacturer',; 4XXX,
Wit h the 4028, some manufacturers
IMotol'Ola and RCAI do not decode the six
'illegal' binary codes lOlO to 1111 li.e: 10
151, while other manufacturers lincluding
National. Fairchild and Philipsi decode
tJwse outputs as ifLhe input was ~ i lOlJt) I or ~J
, 1()O 1 I,

The moral
The above-mentioned examples were all en
countered during the design of one piece of
industrial equipment which made use of
these common CYlOS parts,
You may wPlI ask "If design engineers,
who have ready access to all the data books,
can run into such problems, what about the
unsuspecting hobbyist, who has no data'?"
The moral of this article is thal "!<ll'e
warned is forearmed", It is hoped that this
article may at least prevent some com;truc
tion projects /i'om being abandoned because
they do not appear to work correct I:", at first
SIght. Designers who publish proJects should
check that there are at least t\\'\l manu
facturers' Ies which will work in the cintllt
as mtended and, if necessary, spell out the
names ofsuitable· manufacturers in the parts
list. Best of al \. only design cirCuits that will
work with all manufacturers devices of the
same basic type number i though this may
not always be possible I,
Il'probll·tlls occur. all that may be requin·d
b til tl'\~ an Ie from a diftt'r(,llt manufacturer .
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